Rules of participation in classes at laboratories A-E
of Chair L-10 during pandemic of COVID-19
The regulations issued by the Rector concerning the work of the
University are: http://bip.pk.edu.pl/index.php?ver=0&dok=3383
see clause 6 p.1 and clause 8 p.5.
Moreover, Dean's guidelines related to COVID-19 danger are
announced on Faculty webpage and in EHMS system..

In particular at Chair L-10 the following rules hold:
1. People who are ill or who share home with somebody in quarantine or isolation are
not allowed to take part in the teaching activities. Students showing symptoms of a
viral infection (fever or other flu symptoms) are asked to study remotely.
2. In the corridors and in all rooms (teaching rooms, laboratories, staff rooms) there is an
absolute requirement to wear protective masks and recommendation to keep
1.5 m distance. Students provide masks on their own.
3. Before starting classes, students are required to disinfect their hands and prepare
the workplace (disinfecting the table, computer keyboard, etc. with the use of a
disinfectant available in the room).
4. Classes begin and end in laboratories
A, D - 5 min earlier

B, E - punctually

C - 5 min later

than assumed in the timetable. Students should come to the classrooms at the right
time so as not to wait in the corridor.
5. To keep 1.5 m distance it is recommended that at most 7 students attend a class in
laboratories A, B and C, and 9 students in laboratories D and E. The remaining
students from a given group can move for the period of the class to the students'
work zone in the WIL building. Students decide on their own about who participates
in the classes in the following weeks. If technically possible, the exercises can be
tracked remotely via the Internet.
6. Consultations are preferred in the remote mode, but they are also possible at the
Chair's seat in designated places. The dates and mode of consultations are given on
the Chair's website.

